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Because of Michele, and additional brave souls like her functioning so hard to reveal this
travesty, there is hope. This book is not another diatribe on meal planning and how exactly to
shop the supermarket. This is indeed the painful truth about how our life support systems have
transformed and continue to transformation, without our consent. It wasn’t way back when
when I thought the whole GMO scare was simply the extreme whack careers trying to call focus
on themselves again. But to understand the problem, you have to understand the history and
the evolution. Michelle Stanford is a fresh new voice offering a straightforward to comprehend
view of the issues that affect us all. I highly recommend reading Informed This book is filled with
knowledge about the meals industry that each person should be made aware of. Informed
Consent is practical from beginning to end and has inspired me to remain informed and take
responsibility for my health! Michele was not defined by her conditions, however. Did you even
understand the chemical companies own the seed source in this country? She is highly educated
of this type. Pesticides are marketed to match the seed that was developed by the pesticide
producer. That's huge! You can’t depend on your government to protect you because those in
control in places like the FDA are during intercourse with those causing the problem. Michele
proves that you cannot go around wondering why our kids are obese, diseases like Alzheimer’s,
autism, and ADHD are at an all period high, while ignoring the strongarm strategies of the meals
and drug sectors. I was extremely impressed by her interest and desire to help enhance the lives
of other people. Now we all have to act, for the sake of our own health insurance and for the
sake of others.The Truth IN WHAT You Thought You Already Knew Michele Stanford’s “Informed
Consent” is the frightening truth about the institutions we've unwittingly turned our health and
well-being to. On page 92: “The pharmaceutical industry isn't interested in your health. Amazing!.
Michele delivers the goods with this well-written and well-researched reserve, uncovering the
real problems with our food source and our pharmaceutical industry. A book which should
command national interest and exposure. This issue won't go away with this complacency.I
recommend this book. I highly recommend reading Informed Consent This book stopped me in
my own tracks! Once in a while you come across a book that stops you in your tracks and makes
you re-evaluate your lifestyle. I have just read Informed Consent, which is what it do for me: I
stopped and took a serious consider the choices I have made that have affected my wellness. We
don't possess control over everything in this lifestyle, but we surely should take seriously our
responsibility for our health as much as we can. Stanford has produced that task easier for us by
composing this book. Many thanks for it! - Andrea Sims, Ph.D. If not for you. Many thanks,
Michele, for writing your book! So, I purchased the reserve. Informed Consent offers you the
information you have to make healthy lifestyle choices that produce a notable difference in your
well being. We heard Michele speak at a conference and had to buy her book. As a malignancy
survivor, Michele Stanford's Informed Consent really hit home. But before we reach that, her
capability to weave her personal story in with research and tools to create better decisions about
what we provide ourselves and our households made this publication an addicting browse.
Michele explains how also our complacency has been manufactured into the business model.
Extremely informative, and told flawlessly through a personal story that pulls you in to the book
even that much further. It reveals important truths about the condition of our food source-- and
associated health risks. Michele understands what it's like to be unacquainted with the
implications of an extremely unsafe food source and she provides some eye-opening
information you need to know. Made the story personal I love the way the author makes the
publication personal which means you understand the significance of the message.Theres a
huge amount of great, well researched, information to assist you improve your wellbeing.

Michele makes wonderful recommendations. We should continually be informed and we have
been the ones who own the consent of what goes in our bodies. ” perfectly capturing what can
happen if you are not empowered with the info you need to judge medical information and
produce good, informed health care choices for yourself and your .. A really insightful book like
nothing at all else I have ever read. BOOK REVIEW: Informed Consent: Critical Truths Necessary
to Your Healthand to the fitness of Upcoming GenerationsMichele Stanford, M.Ed., CHCI began
to read Michele’s story and as a woman, my center was filled up with compassion and empathy
for her and the problem she was in. As an RN, my heart was filled up with rage for how this
patient was treated by her physician! The word needs to get out in no uncertain conditions.
Rather, she made a decision to educate herself and therein lay her power, and now she is
providing to talk about her results with all of us.One quotation resonated with me very early in
the reserve, as the author described her encounter with “continual roller coaster ride courtesy of
allopathic medicine,” perfectly capturing what can happen if you are not empowered with the
info you need to judge medical information and produce good, informed health care choices for
yourself and your loved ones.Many other sentences speak to my very own beliefs. Insight
essential to great health!” Truer terms have never been spoken. Also, on page 108: “The
corruption at the CDC runs deep and wide and the fitness of the American general public isn't
the sole priority, or even a priority at all.”The chapters coping with the pharmaceutical industry
and vaccines will provide you with especially valuable details. Michele has poured her center into
this book, giving us valuable info to help make sensible decisions for ourselves and us.Spoiler
alert: Cheez-its lovers, you are going to have your heart broken.. We heard Michele speak at the
Igniting Souls Meeting in October approximately her book. She has done an excellent job putting
it all in perspective.. Her publication is filled with info which assists the reader make smarter
informed choices over the the foods that certain purchases and consumes. That is simply to
allow them to engineer the crops to raised handle the chemicals that are sprayed on them. For a
few years now, I've tried to create better options in my diet and lifestyle. Her book, Informed
Consent, provides me too much to reflect and consider as I try live a wholesome lifestyle...
Michelle Stanford did an excellent job providing all the research for just about any individual
desiring to know more about their health insurance and how their diet plan is totally affects their
wellness. Informed Concent is eyes opening and loaded with facts and research. Michele takes it
even further with a fantastic social media platform which she uses to get into greater detail with
various techniques and equipment for eating an all natural healthy diet. Scanning this reserve
makes us aware of the many toxins we have in our world. after that for your family! Michele
Stanford does an excellent work of letting us find out the garbage we devote our mouths does
have impact on our health and our lives. You don’t have to take them all, but you’ll need to. If
you desire to make educated decisions about your food and health - that is a must read. The
wonderful research presented gives you all the necessary tools . Informed Consent- it’s about
your wellbeing.#InformedConsentTheBook Outstanding Book to assist you Live a wholesome
Life! What You Need to FIND OUT ABOUT our Food Supply This is a significant book. The
wonderful research presented offers you all the necessary tools to make the right decisions to
help give you the best life possible. Incredibly useful details on every page!
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